2017 tacoma manual

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Transmission: Manual.
Kendall is one of the absolute best dealerships around. I will be honest - I've had three separate
issues at Kendall. Kendall not only fixed the issues because of some front line mishaps, but
also went above and beyond for me as a customer. I will always have faith that Kendall will take
care of me as a customer and despite the major issues I've had, I know that I am in good hands
and will be returning. Transmission: 6-Speed Manual. Color: Magnetic Gray Metallic.
Transmission: 5-Speed Manual. Color: Magnetic Grey Metallic. I made an appt to look at a
vehicle and they said they would have it ready. Unfortunately the car sold before I could make
the drive to Spokane to see the CX5. Cody was personable and attentive over the phone and
text, though. Color: Silver Sky Metallic. Color: Blazing Blue Pearl. No idea why it would be
different but it was. Derrick took great of us. I never got to go to the car lot as I called to say I
was on my way but the vehicle was in service and not showable. David was Very Patient with
me,, talked to him several times over the phone.. He's honest and straight forward. Great dealer
to go to if need another car I'll check there first had the truck I wanted and wad able to get it.
Well once I ask to see pictures of the inside of car before I would make a deal. I never heard
back from them. They sent pics of truck which was great. Color: Super White. Sales agent
Melissa contacted and kept me informed on the vehicle I inquired about, she was very polite and
helpful. The staff were friendly and the test drive was easy to set up. However, the salesperson
we were working with knew little about the vechile we were interested in. No one was able to
answer some of our critical questions so we decided to go through a different dealership. Too
good to be true and it was. I drove 4 hours each way after making an appointment and even
asked over the phone about the truck. Tosha in sales, never mentioned the car was so
scratched that new paint job was required. I'm guessing it was a joke cause she said, "ask for a
sales guy when you get here". I didn't even test drive. It was a waste of gas and 9 hours of my
time. Thanks for the bad experience, lesson learned. This is a top notch dealer with a sound
business model. They offer the best pricing and straight forward sales practices. They also
prepare in advance to make sure your visit with them is short and stress free. I wish more
dealerships followed this method. Kudos to Stephanie for going the extra mile to gain my
business. Covid made several extra steps necessary for safety. We did all transactions outside
on the porch. Two wks prior I had a Covid-like virus, and although I tested negative I was still
extra careful near others. Since no ride along type test drive could occur, the dealer was very
attentive to my questions and calls. Grants Pass Toyota is a great dealership! Color: Speedway
Blue. I have enjoyed working with this dealer! I hope that other folks would check out this
company and all of the vehicles they have to offer. Ask for Angel! They did respond quickly, but
were not willing to negotiate price at all. Yes they were very helpful. But unfortunately the truck I
was going to look at got sold before I got the. I bought the Escape Hybrid. Jim Carpenter, the
salesman, and Don Barker, the business manager were very easy to work with. Lots of integrity
and dependability here. Sales person and staff were good, and cooperative. Delivery of the car
to my home was greatly helpful. Agreed on vehicle and purchase price. Drove 36 miles to
complete the deal. Car had been sold. Most trucks that turn heads are just a shallow empty
shell, but the Tacoma is a lot more than just a looker. This true all-star midsize boasts up to 6,
pounds of towing capacity and the only available 6-foot bed with a Crew Cab in any compact or
midsize truck, on top of historically excellent reliability and utilitarian style. The current Tacoma
offers your usual cab bodies - regular, Extended Access Cab, and the Crew Double Cab - with a
6-foot bed available across the board, but the Double Cab using a 5-footer by default, all of
which are available with either rear-wheel RWD or four-wheel drive 4WD. All but the 4WD Double
Cab use a 2. This year the Tacoma gains an automatic transmission for the 2. Now paired with a
6-speed manual by default or the option of a 5-speed automatic transmission, the V6 puts out
hp and lb-ft of torque and gets up to 17 mpg in the city and 21 on the highway. Unlike most
baseline trucks, the Tacoma regular cab offers true work utility with a limited-slip differential, air
conditioning, composite bed liner, bed utility rail system and a tilt-and-telescoping steering
wheel standard. The base Access Cab gains power accessories and the expected interior
upgrades while the base Double Cab adds bigger wheels and a front skid plate. As for purely
RWD Tacomas, the X-Runner and PreRunner afford the look and feel of a 4x4 without the bulk
and expense, featuring tweaks and touches to suit their own particular styles - the
street-streaking X-Runner, for example, is geared up with a body kit, hood scoop and inch alloy
wheels, while the PreRunner is similarly made out to look and feel like an off-road warrior.
Options vary widely from region to region and body style to engine choice, but highlights of the
list include power mirrors, keyless entry, cruise control, rear-view camera, leather interior
touches and a stereo upgrade with satellite radio and Bluetooth connectivity. Several off-road
packages offer features like fender flares, heavy-duty suspension, locking rear differential, skid
plates, all-terrain tires and a cat-back exhaust, while an on-road sport pack offers a hood scoop,

sport suspension and sport seats. Current drivers have no complaints about performance or
utility, but the seats could be more comfortable and the squeaky, mushy brakes are a common
complaint. Lead-footed drivers will not experience much improvement in the fuel economy over
larger trucks, but drivers looking for a nimble big-toy shopping companion certainly don't mind
sacrificing the unnecessary power for the Tacoma's improved maneuverability despite the
slight difference in economy. The Tacoma is rooted in an exceptionally long history dating back
to , with the very first incarnation of Toyota's truck - dubbed the G1 - helping Toyota become an
official auto manufacturer. American buyers first got their hands on a Toyota truck with the
debut of the Stout, and drivers around the world have been beating on the HiLux since - known
simply as "the truck with no name" in the 70's and 80's - and it is still around today for
international drivers. It wasn't until smack in the middle of the '95 model year that the
seventh-generation Toyota pickup officially became the Tacoma we know and love today impeccable reliability history and all. Although the debut half-year was also somewhat
half-hatched, Toyota was quick to address every issue and has since made the Tacoma into a
local hero - just like its HiLux older brother, which has become the champion of rural business
around the globe. The original Tacoma offered at best horses from its mighty V6, the default
choices being one of two four-bangers. Although strictly 2-door regular or Extended Cab
Xtracab body styles were offered, buyers could choose rear-wheel RWD or four-wheel drive
4WD with either a 5-speed manual or 4-speed automatic transmission. Passenger-side airbags
debuted for '98, a year before they were mandated, and a faux 4x4 PreRunner joined the Tacoma
lineup with RWD. Six years into this generation the Tacoma finally gained a Crew Cab Double
Cab body style, featuring 4 doors and a short bed. In the following year it was named the most
wanted truck of and remained largely unchanged - and a wild success despite its unremarkable
style - until the next generation debuted for The second-generation Tacoma has been powered
by the very same 2. Originally just 5-speed manual and 4-speed automatic transmissions were
offered alongside these engine choices, but the following year brought 6-speed manual and
5-speed automatic transmissions for the Crew-Cab-standard and otherwise optional V6. With
the addition of two rearward doors came the Access Cab name for the Extended Cab body style,
replacing the tight two-door Xtracab while the Double Cab finally offered a full 6-foot bed, the
first and only of any compact or midsize truck. Stability and traction control became standard
for '09, along with other safety considerations such as front side and side curtain airbags, but
the current Tacoma is otherwise largely unchanged since its debut. In terms of reliability, even
buyers digging into the no-name generation leading up to the official '95 birth of the Tacoma
nameplate will find more than a few winners. Only the first few model years of each generation
tend to have a few relatively silly problems, and those issues are usually quickly addressed with
a refined replacement part eliminating the problem altogether in a simple retrofit. The '90 and '91
have some drivetrain issues without a retrofit, but opting for the manual evades most of the
issues with just a whistle under 50 mph left to grin and bear with in the '90 to '94 bargain
basement. Like the generation that followed it, these trucks are a bit tight for the tall hauler, but
the hp V6 offered in this generation is nearly comparable to the four-banger available today. For
less than two grand, nearly any no-name of the sixth-generation Toyota pickup is a downright
decent beater, if a bit outdated and boxy. The first official generation of the Tacoma ran from '95
to , offering passenger-side airbags from '97 and the option of stability control in its final year.
Again Toyota offered retrofitted fixes for the majority of the issues that cropped up, but the
debut year is not worth paying twice the price of a no-name given its widespread annoyances.
The '96 is a decent buy, but the '97 and '98 suffered from a few unresolved engine issues. The
tweaks for '99 improved on those somewhat, but the Tacoma engines were not perfected until and it's smooth sailing from there without a significant problem in sight. Going for the '02 or
later will mean digging up five figures, but these trucks hold their value so well for good reason.
The current generation is not absolutely pristine, however - several minor annoyances crop up
in any '08 or older Tacoma, but again Toyota has offered retrofitted fixes for the majority of
these issues. The '08 is not as quirky as the other years, and in any case only one of the issues
has anything to do with mechanicals - the check engine light may indicate a problem with the
fuel pump that requires somewhat costly repairs. Drivers looking for a 4-cylinder will be in luck these models lose their value quickly so a light duty '09 Tacoma is very easily within reach.
Those seeking more significant power will have to fork out a more significant sum, but the utter
lack of significant changes after the '05 V6 transmission upgrade makes almost any used
Tacoma one highly affordable modern truck. The third generation of Toyota's Tacoma midsize
pickup truck arrived for the model year. A longtime class leader, the Toyota Tacoma offers
multiple cab styles, bed sizes, and engines as well as rear-wheel or 4-wheel drive, and the
relatively new TRD Pro versions step up this truck's off-roading game. Reliability is a strength,
as it is for most Toyotas, and the Tacoma offers most of the capabilities of a full-size pickup

truck in a slightly smaller package, which may be particularly appreciated now that full-size
pickup trucks don't always fit in standard garages. Pricing of higher-end trims can get steep,
but basic versions are more reasonable. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi
mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find a Manual Toyota Tacoma for sale near me Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. Image Not Available.
CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized Toyota Dealer. Learn More about Toyota
Tacoma Toyota Tacoma Overview Most trucks that turn heads are just a shallow empty shell,
but the Tacoma is a lot more than just a looker. Read more. Last redesigned for the model year,
The Tacoma once dominated midsize-truck sales. When the American automakers abandoned
this market in the late s, Toyota kept on trucking. The Tacoma rema. Unapologetically unrefined,
the Toyota Tacoma is a truck, pure and simple. It doesn't try to be anything else, and its raw
honesty, at first unappealing, becomes its most endearing trait. Over th. Toyota Tacoma
Reviews Review. The tacoma sr5 I have bought is all around great buy. This model has for me
all of the power train and extra features that give me a satisfied feeling. The low mileage and
condition of the auto are also a winner for my liking. The cargo size is very good for my usage
and believe the history of the Manufacture is top notch. Just what I was looking for, uses
include loading a unloading junk, materials for fix ups. Just need a tow hitch for towing boat.
Wanted a Toyota because of resale value. Toyota dealers in Atlanta GA. Toyota dealers in
Chicago IL. Toyota dealers in Dallas TX. Toyota dealers in Houston TX. Toyota dealers in Los
Angeles CA. Toyota dealers in Miami FL. Toyota dealers in New York NY. Toyota dealers in
Philadelphia PA. Toyota dealers in Washington DC. Toyota Tacoma in Atlanta GA. Toyota
Tacoma in Chicago IL. Toyota Tacoma in Dallas TX. Toyota Tacoma in Houston TX. Toyota
Tacoma in Miami FL. Toyota Tacoma in Philadelphia PA. Toyota Tacoma in Washington DC. You
can save this vehicle to My Garage by simply signing in or creating a new account. Find your
Toyota or Scion model so that we can personalize your experience. Dealerships for Puerto Rico
can be viewed on an external site. Select your vehicle to uncover all you need to know about
your Toyota, from warranties on replacement parts to manuals for unique vehicle needs. No
Owner's Manuals were found for your. No Accessories, Audio or Navigation manuals were
found for your. No warranty information was found for your. But it doesn't stop there. Emissions
Coverage 1 Coverages vary under Federal and California regulations. For Toyota hybrid
vehicles beginning with model year , the hybrid HV battery is covered for 10 years from original
date of first use or , miles, whichever comes first. Coverage is subject to the terms and
conditions of your New Vehicle Limited Warranty. See Owner's Warranty and Maintenance
Guide for details. We are proud to announce a significant enhancement to our Hybrid Battery
Warranty. Starting with the model year, every Toyota hybrid battery warranty is being increased
from 8 years or , miles, to 10 years from date of first use, or , miles whichever comes first. This
enhancement serves as an indication of our confidence in the quality, dependability, and
reliability of our products. The HV battery may have longer coverage under emissions warranty.
Toyota Genuine Parts are built to the highest standards of quality, durability and performance.
Most have month coverage, and there aren't many, if any, companies that offer a longer
guarantee. For accessories purchased after the new vehicle purchase, the coverage is 12
months, regardless of mileage, from the date the accessory was installed on the vehicle, or the
remainder of any applicable new vehicle warranty, whichever provides greater coverage, with
the exception of car covers. Car covers are warranted for 12 months from the date of purchase
and do not assume any coverage under the Toyota New Vehicle Limited Warranty. Every Toyota
Certified Used Vehicle is put through a point quality insurance inspection, with each Used
Hybrid tested to a point standard. Every new Toyota comes with ToyotaCare 2 , a no cost
maintenance plan with hour roadside assistance. Learn more about features and functionalities
for your vehicle. From audio to optional exterior components, we've got you covered. We've got
the perfect parts and accessories made to fit the exact specifications of your Toyota. Keep your
Toyota a Toyota. Find service centers and dealer offers near you. Toyota Owner manuals and
warranty information are the keys to quality maintenance for your vehicle. No need to hunt
down a separate Toyota repair manual or Toyota service manual. From warranties on Toyota
replacement parts to details on features, Toyota Owners manuals help you find everything you
need to know about your vehicle, all in one place. Detailed Toyota manuals and Toyota warranty
information help with questions about your vehicle specifications and maintenance schedules.
Plus, learn more about what your Toyota warranty coverage includes. What's more, Toyota
warranty information helps you identify your unique vehicle needs as well as plan future service
visits. Or, get the Toyota Manual for your Toyota ride free of charge using our Toyota Owners
manual free download option. To purchase copies of Owner's Manuals, please call â€” or visit
www. Toyota Owners. Sign in Join now. Select A Vehicle. Sign in Join now Select A Vehicle.
You're almost there. Select Your Vehicle. View PDF. Show Less. More To Explore. ToyotaCare

Every new Toyota comes with ToyotaCare 2 , a no cost maintenance plan with hour roadside
assistance. How-To Videos Learn more about features and functionalities for your vehicle.
Learn More. Toyota Genuine Parts We've got the perfect parts and accessories made to fit the
exact specifications of your Toyota. Service Centers Keep your Toyota a Toyota. Keys to Quality
Maintenance. Read More. Additional Resources. Countless reasons to join. Create an account
and get the most out of your Toyota today. Discussion in ' 3rd Gen. Log in or Sign up. Tacoma
World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you
need to register for a FREE account. Post Reply. Found this on the Toyota app. Looks like
power rear slider is an option. Didn't notice anything else. TacoLpastor , Jul 30, Joined: May 11,
Member: Messages: Vehicle: Good find thanks! TacoRan , Jul 30, Woah, cool!! I really wish my
had a power rear slider. TacoMan , Jul 30, HutchJ likes this. My prediction for every automotive
publication everywhere: "The big excitement for the model year is the triumphant return of the
popular TRD Pro model. Sporting upgraded suspension and aggressive appearance options, it's
destined to be the dream of every something single male in the target demographic.
HalfWayThere , Jul 30, Clearwater Bill , cheese , Aussiek and 1 other person like this. Skimming
the manual, I didn't see any other changes. Good eye OP. Caution while driving Keep the back
window closed while driving. If the back window is left open, the luggage may be unexpectedly
thrown out, causing an accident. In addition, exhaust gases may enter the vehicle, causing
death or a serious health hazard. Make sure to close the back window before driving. I read this
in the manual and laughed- anyone drive with the rear window open? I do and think it is one of
the better features on a pickup in general. TacoLpastor [OP] likes this. OP, can you please fix
the spelling error in the thread title? One more thing to break. Aussiek , Jul 30, I wish mine had
that too, oh well the 25 year Tacoma will hopefully be bad ass in That will be my next one. Looks
like only the center section will slide horizontally. When I heard "rear sliding window", I
assumed the whole rear window would slide up and down. Hmm, I wonder if the one I reserved
will have the power rear window. Brandonhd , Jul 31, Sweet, thanks for the post. I ordered a
Double cab Off Road so I'm set. MannyS , Jul 31, TacoLpastor , Aug 1, Joined: Jul 21, Member:
Messages: 5. My first post. For those ordering a , please bear with me, how did you determine
the price? I am about to jump in so any info would be appreciated. Show Ignored Content.
Method Race Wheels Matte Black 16x8" 6x5. Load Capacity. Bilstein Series Shock Absorber.
Metra 87 - 94 Toyota Vehicle Harness. Compact Design. TRD Shift Knob. Spicer X U-Joint Kit.
Directed Electronics Micro Magnetic Switch. Gorilla Automotive T Toyota O. Wheel Locks With
Washer 12mm x 1. Username or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an
account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Discussion in ' 3rd Gen. Log in or
Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a guest! To
get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Seat belt alarm off My Taco Wish List.
Post Reply. Found the thread with links. Anybody have a link? Loco4Taco likes this. I would try
to Google it and download it to your phone. I think this is it. Tacomike18 , Aug 25,
CrispyTacoLover , Aug 25, PDF, about MB in size. Downloaded every page from TIS myself. PDF
is what I was looking for. Loco4Taco and tonered like this. Here ya go. Also if you register your
VIN with Toyota you can see the docs there plus any dealer maintenance that is performed.
Chew likes this. Loco4Taco , Aug 25, I would appreciate it also. I'm having issues with my
tacoma i ve recently bought want to be able to look around the service manual to actually
understand more the all wiring of the machine. Taruuk , Sep 23, Evening, fairly new to the site. I
have a sr5 access cab v6 I am installing a power supply relay bus. Going to make plug and play
harnesses and connect low profile hood lites to my signal lite in the front. How much would you
want for a copy of your PDF truck maintenance Manuel? I would also like a link to the pdf please
ktbell - thanks! XrayDelta1 , Nov 2, Hey, any chance you can also send me the pdf to the service
manual? Hey can I receive the service manual myself for the in pdf? TacoTrailer , Nov 24, Show
Ignored Content. Method Race Wheels Matte Black 16x8" 6x5. Load Capacity. Bilstein Series
Shock Absorber. Metra 87 - 94 Toyota Vehicle Harness. Compact Design. TRD Shift Knob.
Spicer X U-Joint Kit. Directed Electronics Micro Magnetic Switch. Gorilla Automotive T Toyota
O. Wheel Locks With Washer 12mm x 1. Username or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Table Of
Contents. Quick Links Download this manual. Table of Contents. Previous Page. Next Page.
Each box contains safe operating instructions to help you avoid injury or equipment
malfunction. All information in this Quick Reference Guide is current at the time of printing.
Toyota reserves the right to make changes at any time without notice. Programmable by
customer. Page 5 If equipped. Manual transmission only. Automatic transmission only. Page 7
Arrow direction indicates fuel tank door position Low outside temperature indicator If indicator
does not turn off within a few seconds of starting engine, there may be a malfunction. Have
vehicle inspected by your Toyota dealer. If equipped. Gear shift lever must be in Park and brake

pedal depressed. Low speed 4WD ; Shift into neutral while stopped, or depress clutch pedal at
speeds below 2 mph. Select one of five modes that most closely matches the terrain on which
you are driving. Brake control can be optimized in accordance with the selected mode. Tilt and
telescopic steering wheel Angle Length Raise the bottom cushion up while pulling the lever
until it locks. Attach the head restraints. Push to change audio source or Push to access voice
push and hold to command features. Trailer lights if equipped Use wire harness to connect Seat
belts-Shoulder belt anchor Push up, or squeeze lock release to lower If the tire pressure
indicator flashes for more than 60 seconds and then remains on, take the vehicle to your local
Toyota dealer. Doors-Child safety locks double cab only Rear door Turn the jack handle
counterclockwise. Page Star Safety System Traction Control helps maintain traction on loose
gravel and wet, icy, or uneven surfaces by applying brake force to the spinning wheel s. TRAC
limits engine output and applies the brakes to the spinning wheel. This transfers power to the
wheels that still have traction to help keep you on track. Page Floor Mat Installation Floor mat
installation There are two types of Toyota floor mats: carpeted and all-weather. Each vehicle has
model-specific floor mats. Installation is easy. Page 36 Bluetooth on your Entune head unit.
Please follow the instructions below to pair your Bluetooth enabled phone to your Entune
system. Page 37 OK every time the phone makes a Bluetooth connec- tion with your Toyota.
You can get more information from the following sources: Online Pairing Guide: www. Page 39
Bluetooth on your Entune head unit. Page 40 Only current iPhone text messages can be viewed
on the head unit. Page 42 Entune head unit. Page 43 Entune access to your has been paired and
contacts. Print page 1 Print document 44 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

